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New Technology Helps Homeland
Security Facilities
Integrate GIS Information With
Other Data Sources

Lieutenant David Hall of the Missouri
State Highway Patrol envisions a day
when he will have every relevant piece
of information at his fingertips to quickly
evaluate potentially dangerous events
and either quickly respond and diffuse
them or proactively prevent potentially
damaging effects from occurring.

As director of the Missouri Information
Analysis Center, one of the more mature
data fusion centers in the United States,
he already has many of the necessary
tools in place, and the center’s staff
makes effective tactical and strategic
decisions every day. But even Hall knows
there are still pieces missing.
“What we really need to be even more
effective is to integrate geographic data
to a greater extent than we already do,”
he said. “We already use it for mapping
DUI arrests, accidents and things like
cattle theft, but we’d like to get to the
point where we can use it in more of a
homeland security context to plot and
monitor the critical infrastructure of the
state.”
What Hall is looking to do, along with the
dozens of other fusion centers around
the country, is integrate GIS data with
other data resources, such as other law
enforcement, fire, public health and
emergency management.
That’s the most effective way to meet
the goals that the Department of
Homeland Security has set for its fusion
centers. As Secretary of Homeland
Security Janet Napolitano said in a
speech earlier this year at the National
Fusion Center Conference, “It’s not …
only to gather information at the local
level, but to analyze that information
and convert what might be seemingly
isolated bits of data into a product that
can show whether things are happening
at a state or local level that implicate

greater concerns.”
In fact, the federal government is
squarely behind the effort, providing
hundreds of millions of dollars in funding
to state and local governments to
support the more than 70 centers across
the country today.
“The reason we now have fusion centers,
which is a relatively new concept, is
because we did not have the capacity as
a country to connect the dots on isolated
bits of intelligence prior to 9/11,”
Napolitano added.
“Now we know that it’s not just the
9/11-type incidents but many, many
other types of incidents that we can
benefit from having fusion centers that
share information and product and
analysis upwards and horizontally.”
CONNECTING THE DOTS
By integrating GIS with other relevant
data points, fusion center analysts will
be able to more quickly link suspicious
activity reports with other suspicious
activity reports to determine if a larger
threat exists. It also will allow fusion
centers to better assess vulnerabilities.
For example, by using GIS to examine
critical infrastructure, it’s easier to
determine, based on the geographic
footprint, what might threaten it. Is it
near a fault line or a coastal area that’s
subjected to hurricanes? Is it connected
to wildfires or have there been numerous
reported suspicious activities in that
area?
Basically, it will allow fusion center
analysts to connect the dots in more
sophisticated ways, said Kurt Schwoppe,
vice president of national programs at
ERDAS.
“You might get some imagery from one
situation and a phone call from another
source. The issue is how to put it all
together in a way that presents a full
understanding of the situation,” he said.
“It’s about opening the door for smarter
ways of sifting through data and building
those connections, and then portraying it
in a way you can visualize in the
common operating picture.”

By giving fusion centers the ability to
view data in a geospatial way, along with
the capability to overlay calls for service
with crimes, locations of sex offenders,
intelligence records and more, the
possibilities are almost endless, said
Steve Serrao, director of product
manager, Americas region, for Memex, a
developer of intelligent search,
information access and data integration
technologies.
“If an analyst can plot all of this data on
a map, specify a radius, and request
other incidents that have occurred there,
confidential informants in that area, and
other information, it can show
established turfs and boundaries. That’s
critical to the mission of the fusion
center,” he said.
Despite the obvious benefits of
integrating GIS with fusion center data,
the progress has been slow. Although
geographic capabilities do exist in the
fusion center today, it tends to exist in
its own islands of information—in police
databases, for example. Full integration
involves coordination and collaboration,
and that takes time. What’s more, data
fusion centers are still finding
themselves, and their staffs generally do
not include a dedicated GIS analyst.
“Most fusion centers don’t even own GIS
software; they are either borrowing it or
using licenses from their emergency
management folks. And they often don’t
have geoanalysts on staff,” Serrao said.
But that’s changing, he said. “We’ve
responded to a half-dozen requests for
proposal in the past year, and every one
of them contains GIS integration or the
capability to integrate GIS software.”
Another barrier has been the existence
of proprietary data sources, even when
those data sources are geospatial in
nature. The issue is largely being
resolved, however, through the Open
Geospatial Consortium, which brings
together GIS players to conform to
standard ways of presenting and
portraying geospatial data from multiple
sources to achieve interoperability. By
doing so, analysts can build data sets
with geospatial tags, run it through a
GIS system and present it as a solution
everybody can connect to.

SEARCH AND ANALYSIS
The maturity and cost of GIS technology
also has been a barrier, but both have
improved by leaps and bounds in the
past few years. Just a few years ago,
GIS analysts could map data that has
been geocoded, but couldn’t perform
more advanced functions, like
conducting a pretext search and
mapping that search against other data.
Such capabilities would allow analysts,
for example, to map informants against
an incident.
Memex’s technology allows these types
of analyses, according to Serrao. “An
agency could do a freetext query and
request informants who know about a
well-known gang who live in a specific
region, essentially combining a freetext
search with a geospatial search,” he
said.
That type of sophisticated analysis is
where GIS and data fusion centers are
headed, Serrao predicted. “In the future,
information providers like Memex, IBM
and TopLink will move toward blending
ESRI into geospatial analysis, providing
the ability to ESRI to look at our data
directly.”
Memex announced earlier this year that
it has integrated its search and analysis
tools with Oracle’s GIS modeling and
mapping technology. The goal is to
provide fusion centers and other
customers with easy-to-use search and
analysis tools leading to actionable
information. The NorthEast Ohio
Regional Fusion Center uses this new
capability, which has allowed it to use its
Oracle Spatial databases to geocode and
analyze data. Analysis is enhanced by
the visualization and geographic features
made available by interfacing with
mapping software.
Memex also has an existing partnership
with ESRI, offering a GIS plug-in for
ESRI’s ArcGIS suite. Collaborations like
these allow users to associate
geographic locations with records and
conduct complex searches or queries
within specific geographies, or in
proximity to known sites or critical
infrastructure. The search results can be
plotted on a map to allow further

analysis and cross referencing.
ERDAS has a related but slightly
different take on the issue. ERDAS
focuses heavily on turning imagery into
information that can be used within
facilities like a fusion center. Its flagship
product, ERDAS Imagine, focuses on
manipulating, processing and
understanding imagery and vector data.
Imagine works with ESRI’s ArcObjects
environment to provide advanced image
processing and remote sensing
capabilities, while transparently
interacting with ESRI data formats.
ERDAS also offers Titan, a tool for
publishing, indexing, searching, and
retrieving geospatial information across
entities and end-users. Titan GeoHubs
allow emergency management planners
and responders to dynamically publish
and consume geospatial data in a
permission-based, collaborative online
network. The goal is to quickly share
imagery and vector data to create a
real-time common operating picture.
Intergraph, another geospatial solutions
provider, offers Business Intelligence for
Public Safety, a data mining, reporting
and visualization environment that works
with a computer-aided dispatch system
that can ingest GIS databases such as
ESRI. It allows users to quickly access
large amounts of data from
computer-aided dispatch and records
management systems and interactively
explore data to discover trends and
relationships, leading to strategic and
tactical assessments, target profiling,
pattern analysis and risk analysis.
“If you want to know if you have an
increase in the number of breaking and
entering incidents, for example, you can
constrain it to a geospatial area and
monitor when those incidents are above
or below a specified threshold,”
explained Robert Scott, Intergraph’s
industry manager for security solutions.
“With that information, you can keep an
eye on things that don’t look right, and
from there, look for other relevant
information.”
FUSION COLLABORATION
The recently announced Fusion Core

Solution represents a collaboration
between ESRI and Microsoft that
combines ESRI’s Arc- GIS Server
Advanced Enterprise and Microsoft Office
SharePoint Server 2007. The goal, said
Paul Christen, homeland security
industry manager at ESRI, is to better
integrate GIS into public safety and
homeland security workflows. It does
this by using several techniques,
including preloaded and customizable
forms for processing and assigning
different types of intelligence and
information service requests; tools to
search across multiple data sources; the
ability to capture, maintain and
disseminate spatial data; integrated
analytics; robust security; and
management tools.
More specifically, it works like this: An
incident is reported to an intake officer,
who enters it into the system’s
collaborative center, Microsoft
SharePoint. At that point, the
information is automatically geocoded so
that it appears on a map, allowing
operators and analysts to perform visual
analytics and translate the information
into intelligence, and then into actions to
counter, prepare or prevent.
“We have found based on working with
various customers that everything is
based on intake, analysis and
dissemination,” explained Joe Rozek,
executive director of homeland security
and counterterrorism for Microsoft’s U.S.
public sector business. “That’s what this
system does.”
Both Microsoft and partner ESRI have
agreed that public safety centers will be
able to download the Fusion Core
Solution custom code at no charge. The
first customers are fusion centers in
Massachusetts, Washington State, Utah
and Indiana, as well as in Los Angeles
and New Orleans. The Massachusetts
Commonwealth Fusion Center, for
example, relies on the combination of
Share- Point and ArcGIS for content
management, spatial analytics, and
information sharing functions that are
vital to its law enforcement and
counterterrorism mission. Other vendors
see promise in the potential of building
useful applications on top of Fusion Core
Solution.

“We have built Fusion Core Solution so
other applications will work with it,”
Rozek said. “Neither ESRI nor Microsoft
plan to develop analytical or other tools
for it.”
Within a few years, most experts believe
that the integration between geospatial
data and fusion centers will have
reached a much higher level.
“Just in the last two or three years, I’ve
seen an increase in the willingness to
share data, and cooperation in general,”
said Intergraph’s Scott. “That’s due to a
lot of factors, including more standards,
more experience at fusion centers and
more mature tools.”
That’s true, said Major Michael
Ronczkowski, director of the Miami-Dade
Fusion Center in Miami, Fla., which is
further along with the integration of GIS
than most fusion centers.
“The goal is to size up a situation quickly
and act on it—being able to push and
pull information up and down, as well as
horizontally— and while we already use
GIS as part of our threat and
vulnerability assessment process, with
the technology maturing, we expect
more sophisticated uses, even to the
point where we’ll have more automatic
integration for data structure and live
feeds on what is happening in our
jurisdiction,” Ronczkowski said. ♦
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